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A Message from the Editor. Members who attend
ed the Arches Workshop may have been surprised
to learn from Dennis's short 'interim' Pulsar that I
was also there! I was certainly with you in spirit and I wasn't a milion miles away in body, as Ruth
and I were making a tour of Grand Canyon, Monu
ment Valley, Bryce, Zion, Yellowstone ... Wow!!
Some of the most fantastic sights I've ever seen;
great weather; wonderful people. And, at Cody, I
saw some of the original art of Thomas Moran and
Albert Bierstadt, to whom we space artists owe so
much .
Our cover this issue: Actually the title is mine,
rather than that of German member Michael
Bohme, who created it on his PC using Picture
Publisher and who hopes to attend next year's
Tenerife Workshop; so you'll have a chance to
meet him . But it does fit, doesn't it!
DAH.

ship, please contact Joel at 10512 Sawyer,
Oakdale, CA 9536\. His phone # is (209) 8474385.

Halaczinsky (G), Rudolf Hanke (G), Sarah Ker
naghan (IRL) , Mark Max well (USA), Ed ward
Mendelsohn (GB), Elisabeth Smith (USA), Ruth
Trapane (USA), Andrea Thuler (S», Claudine
Varesi (MEX), and Amy Zofko (USA). Congratu
lations all!

To A" North American Members:
HelP!!!!! We need your ideas, concerns, inter
ests, and personal news. Have you been in any
shows latcly? Have an idea for a workshop? Got
any fun projects going? All of you planetarium
types, what's new under the dome? Send articles
or notes to the North American editor, Michael
Carroll, at 6280 W. Chestnut Ave., Littleton,
CO 80 I 23, USA. (or by e-maiJ).

Possible IAAA Exhibition Tour
Canyonlands District Interpreter Mary Beth
Maynard expressed interest in an exhibition of
lAAA work based on U.S. National Parks. We are
currently looking into this possibility for a near
future workshop. We may have a call for entries
early next year.
Video footage of workshops sought
Joel Hagen is in the process of collecting and col
lating video footage which has been taken of
various workshops and exhibitions. If you have
any tape that might be of interest to the. mem ber-

Alessandro Bartol07.zi (I), Peter Binz (S),
Werner Beyeler (S), Michael Bt)hme (G), Marcy
Burt Butz (S), Michael Carroll (USA), Chris
CouvGe (NL), Karl Draeger (G), Peter Eick
meyer (G), Marilynn Flynn (U AB), Rudolf

ARCHES WORKSHOP REPORT
from Michael Carroll
On a rocky promontory overlooking one of Ule
strangest geological formations in the US. th irteen
people sketched, photographed and painted in
classic lAAA-workshop style. The site, known as
Upheaval Dome, lies within Canyonlands National
Park in eastern Utah. It has been an inigma to
geologists the world over. For years, it was
thought to be a collapse feature related to a salt
dome, but new evidence indi cates it is the root of
an impact crater. Upheaval Dome was just one of
many sites visited by the members of IAAA's
1995 workshop (SEE Bill Hartmann's report).
Members sketched the Arches, Canyonlands,
and Goblin Valley regioqs, prodUCing a total of
about thirty sketches during the workshop. Future
Workshops may include a return to Flagstaffs
Lowell observatory. (And don't forget Tenerife,
in September next year. We still have vacancies:
do come!»
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lAAA was proven to be alive and well d
workshop at Arches National Park, U I
Sept 4-9, 1995. Thirteen members at
including six who were workshop first
The attendees were:

Art from Space

IAAA Art in Orbit
In September 1995. a selection of 20 works of
art on theme "Space and Humanity" accompa
nied ESA astronaut Thomas Rei ter on the
EUROMIR 95 mission to the Russian sp ace
station Mir. On board, the European and
Russ ia n crew will choose Qne of the works to be.
installed on the Mi r station for thcir visual
enjoyment, All the artworks, except for the one
chosen to slay on Mil', will be returned to Earth
to be sen t on an intemati onal exhibition tour.
This event is being organized by the OORS
Foundation - a non-profit cultural and astronao 
tical organization based in Switzerland, whose
guiding force is lAAA member Arthur Woods,
an American living in Switzerland. The 'Ars ad
Astra' project has also been endorsed by the
prestigious International Academy of Astronaut
ics [to which Arthur has also just been elected].
Artists from around the world were invited to
submit artworks dedicated to visualizing the
theme" Space and Humanity" . In response to a
"Call for Art" that was made this spring, 82
artists representing 14 different countries regis
tered for the opportunity to have their art sent
into space. From the 171 artworks received, 20
artworks were selected by a team of art and
space experts who met in Embrach, Switzerland
on July 7th. Duc to the stringent requirements
and high costs of spaceflight, the artists were
required to make "space qualified" art that was
both lightweight and completed using non-to xic
art materials. The artists admirabl y met the chal 
lenge and the total weight of the 20 selected
artworks is only 246 grams.
One work was selected from each of the fol
lowing artists:

IT'S AliVE!
William K. Hartmann

'"

During the mission, the joint European and
Russian crew will cxamine the 20 artworks and
will select one work of art that they agree best ful
fills the theme "Space and Humanity" for place
ment in the Mir station. Their decision will be
announced during a live 20 minute transmission
from space scheduled for November 9 to be
beamed down to the EURO SPACE CENTER in
Transinne, Belgium where the Ars ad Astra project
will be on display. At this event, invited European
students will be able to question Thomas Reiter
and the Russian cosmonauts on the Mir about their
experiences in space.
An electronic archive containing one artwork
from each submitting artist will be recorded onto a
hard disk that will also be sent to Mir station.
These artworks will then be displayed on the
EUROMIR 95 Payload and Crew Support comput
er, which has a color screen and is mainly used for
operational purposes and SCientific experiments. It
may also be used by the present and future crews
for entertainment in their leisure time; fonner
cosmonauts and astronauts have reported that long
duration spaceflight can become routine and that
cultural diversions are both welcomed and appreci
ated.
The OURS Foundation maintains that "projects
such as these deepen the understanding of this new
environment by relating the experiences of space
on a more emotional and personal level. We also
believe that it is important to stimulate more
involvement in space by other areas of society in
order to fully understand and appreciate the impor
tance of space to future of humanity."

Dana Berry
Chris Butler
Mike Carroll
Andy Chaikin
Dale Darby
Dan Durda
Veda Eftakhari
Carter Emmart
Joel Hagen
Bill Hartmann
David Palenno
Anil Rao
Betsy Smith

The workshop was organized by Mike (
Ace Workshop Organizer.
Several field trips set out from our Sl
ous headquarters in the Lazy Li zard Hote
(Well, actually it wasn't too sumptuous ;
donn style, just right for the lAAA,
work table that saw evening sessions of
ing and kibitzing). The field trips fro
workshop included many sketching sess
the monument, a trip to view the up
dome structure (a possible impact site),
Ranger Marybeth Maynard, and a t
Goblin Valley, a formation of lithic "
rooms" fonned by resistant caprock.

What's in a Name?

The mos t important development w
discovery of the bizarre statistics of dOl
names in the lAAA, including Dale Darl
Dan Durda, who attended the worksho
Don Davis and Don Dixon, who didn'l
anomaly probably explains why Dennis i
son is president.
We think this mystery may be con
with another mystery: 9 out of 13 last na
the workshop started with H or before,
out of 13 first names started with D or 1
Vice President David Hardy fits the f1
does Chesley Bonestell. We don't thil:
should be an exclusionary rule for memb
political correctness may require an affir
action program for alphabetically chal
folks from the last part of the letter s pe
Anyway, the cosmos is full of mysteri,
have not even been recognized , let
solved.

One of the selected works, by Mark Maxwell
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THE 'HOW TO' SECTION
THE CYBER SPACE ARnST
DIGITAL ROCKS AND BAllS :- 3D PROGRAMS
by Kim Poor

We're gOing to get right into it. 3D is the place we all
want to be, if you're an ' R&B artisf.
As artists we are used to working in 20, rendering
real-world, 3D subjects on a flat surface employing
'tricks", such as lighting and shading, perspective and
atmosphere to give the illusion of depth.
Then came the computer. Now it is possible, even
inexpensive to enter the virtual world of 3D, to sculpt
and pOSition objects in 3D "space', just like reality!
Unlike reality, however, you have TOTAL control over
lighting, perspective, and in animated sequences,
movement. It's easy to play God in 3D. You can do it
as an art form into itself, or as merely an aid in com
pOSitioning a painting without the trial and error.
GLOSSARY
First, some definitions: "Model' is an often-used,
confUSing term. Basically a model is a 3D object, be it
a mountain, planet, spacecraft, person, whatever.
Models are often built from scratch by the artist,
sculpted in 3D space. They can also be digitized from
actual physical shapes, or copied from 3D "clip art'
portfolia. In reality, models are composed of wire
framed 'polygons' (usually triangles or quadrangles)
connected together to fonm the model. The more poly
gons, the better the detail or smoothness in the
model.
"Scene' is the picture, including the arrangement of
models, lighting, viewing angle, etc.
'Camera" is the viewpoint you look at the scene
through. Some programs allow several cameras.
"Shading": this doesn't mean quite the same thing in
3D that it does in 2D art. Shading is a catch-all term
for what the computer decides the color of a pixel
should be. The answer is based on many, many
parameters, only one of which is color. You can
usually set a model's characteristics with a number of
parameters, including reflectivity, transparency, lumi
nosity, limb darkening (also called edge density) diffu
sion (softness, sort 00, specular (shi niness), and of
course color and brightness.
There are also several types of shading: Flat,
Goraud, Phong, Ray-traced, and Raydiosity. Each of
these is more complex than the previous and more
realistic (also more time consuming). The computer
does the number-crunching, computing the color and
brightness of each pixel in each polygon. In "flat
shading' each polygon is one color, and in the other
types of shading, other implied parameters (such as
the angle of adjoining polygons) is taken into account,
and each pixel may receive a Slightly different or aver

Veda Eftakhari near 'Courthouse Towers' . (Photo: M. Carroll)

The traditional critique of IAAA work was held,
but because everyone was having such a good
time socializing, the critique session amounted to
little more than a slide show. Your faithful COlTe
spondent realized he was gUilty of spouting off
about his own slides, instead of shutting up and
encouraging critiques from other painters.
Perhaps next time a more focussed critique, cen
tered around both slides and work done during the
workshop, would be helpful,. especially to new
members.

Video Art
In addition to a slide show and critique of earlier
work, several artists showed tlleir talents as video
artists. Carter Emmart showed "Journey into
Darkness," his film of the 1991 eclipse, complete
with musical soundtrack. Carter, Joel, and Andy
had just come from the "Burning Man," a chaotic
festival of mad artists and assorted weirdos, held
in the Nevada Desert; Carter and Joel showed
video footage of this event, a video that seemed to
an offspring of Maa Max with Priscilla, Queen of
the Desert. (Yes, I am aware that Priscilla was the
car, not one of the characters in the film, and I
starld by my statement.)
Joel Hagen, Renaissance Entity, showed an
extraordinary video he had put together for pre
sentation at a Contact ConventioIJ.
Titled Deutschland to Disneyland: Em'oute to
Mars, it was a striking collage of film clips -
everything from Peenemunde to Disney's TV
programs of the 50s that featured Werhner von
Braun and friends. The film is naITated by Joel
and documents the popular history of space travel,
and the image of the spaceship in popular culture.
More to the point, Joel showed how tlle idea of
space travel was fed into popular culture and
evolved parallel to evolution of the technical
means to create space travel. This parallel evolu
tion created the political climate that made space
travel possible. Have we lost it today? Can the
IAAA playa role in bringing it back?
[Anyone answering "No" go to the back of the class!)
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DAH.l to $8000 (Electric Image and a
modeler) Some programs have a modeler
rendering engine, and some even have an
engine as part of the package. Infini-D is pn
best with all three. Electric Image has the
fastest renderer and animation engine, bL
modeler. Form-Z and Autoead are the best
but have rudimentary renderers and no
engine. It all depends on what you need.
require a great deal of practice to get exactly
want, but all are fun just to experiment with.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Of course it helps to have the most robust Sl
can get Although it is possible to do 3D on a
of the good stuff is written for the Mac. You
fast processor (Power PC is best), a good <
drive, but more importantly, some sort of rE
cartridge drive, like a Zip drive (cheap, 100
and as much RAM as you can muster (20+ MI
KPTBRYCE
That brings me to Bryce, I'll go into detail abo
next column, and I'll try to get David Pail
IAPA's resident Brycemaster to add a fl
thoughts. Suffice it to say that Kai Krause r
had space artists in mind when he produced
the best is yet to come!

aged shade, resulting in a smoother transition
between polygons.
'Mapping' is adding a texture, pattern or even a
paint job or decal to a model, such as wood, stone,
craters, insignias, a real map, etc. Any 20 picture can
be used as a map. It is also possible to add actual
relief to a model through 'diffusion maps' and 'bump
maps'.
'Lighting" is a familiar tenm, but 3D programs let you
specify the type of light: Spot radial, ambient flood,
tUbe, and some others. In programs that offer shadow
casting, each type has a distinctive shadow. Of
course you can also specify the light's color and
intenSity, direction, fall-off, and distance.
"Rendering' is the computer at work, analyzing all
your parameters, lighting color, type, camera angles,
model shading, and many other variables. The com
puter then 'paints' the pict-ure the camera sees. This
is the most time-consuming process. 3D artists often
set up the scene at night. set the computer to
"render", and wake up the next morning to see what
they have.
ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE
Thus it is possible to render a model with any of the
characteristics of any known (and unknown)
substance, be it glass, metal, gaseous, glowing,
plastic, rock, liquid.. . anything.
THE LEARNING CURVE
The most difficult and time-consuming part of this is
the experimentation involved in setting all the
numerous parameters and millions of combinations
thereof to get the desired effect However there are
ways to render a scene quickly and see what it is
going to look like in full color and resolution. You can
render in black and white to check light and shadow,
wireframe (very fast) to check positioning, or fiat (pol
ygonal) shading for quick color. You can also cut back
the number of colors from the maximum 24-bit
(16,000,000+ colors) to maybe 8-bit (256 colors).
The wonderful thing with all this is of course that you
have the digital models on file for future use. If you've
made a beautiful model and texture map of Saturn,
say, or Earth (as Don Davis has done), it can be used
time and time again in different views, compositions,
lighting, camera position, animation, etc. You can
even sell the rights to your model as you would a
painting!
If you have a nice landscape, say, done in Bryce
(see my next column), you can look at it from many
different views, angles, etc. In other words .you can
save, reuse and even modify all your rocks and balls!
HOW MUCH?
You can pay anywhere from $99 (Ray Dream Design
er) [Really? v. 3.1.1 costs over £250 in the UK!

[Thanks to e-mail. David Palermo, who altt
Arches Workshop, joined the IMA only
thanks to exchanging e-mai/s with myself. HI
me a disk of his KPT Bryce images, which a
ful! So don't miss Kim's next column. DAH.J

PERSPECTIVE AND THE CRESCENT
by Joe Tucciarone
The next time you're pleasantly surp
a shiny, new, crescent Moon hoveri
dusk above the glittering lights
hometown, take a moment from app
the view and study our little satellit
Do you see anything about that thin
a Moon which doesn't sit quite ri
your understanding of geometry? H
this: have you ever wondered
Moon's sunlit crescent doesn't seem t
full 180 degrees?
I had noticed this for years, but ne
it any serious thought until recentl
one evening last winter I had a chan
a very thin, crescent Moon in a cry
sky swept clean by a cold front. T
was exactly two days and two ho
shining in deep twilight, and I coul
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surface is visible at all! Closer to home, striking
examples of this illusion can be found in fish
eye photographs taken by the astronauts of
such well-known landforms as the Florida
peninsula. Although Florida stretches across
barely three percent of one hemisphere, I can
recall an old photograph in which this penin
sula nearly fills the apparently whole, round
earth.
In three dimensions, your view of a planet
like Mars is defined by a "visual cone" whose
apex is at your eyes and whose sides are
tangent to the rim of Mars as seen from your
location. The cone's circle of contact with the
surface of Mars is your horizon. The nearer
you are to the planet, the shorter your visual
cone becomes, and the less you can see of the
planet's surface. Unless you're an expert on
Martian cartography, you probably wouldn't
notice the perspective introduced into your
view by your nearness to Mars. If lines of lati
tude could be painted on the Martian surface,
however, you'd get an instant visual cue of
your perspective by their curvature. Of course,
such lines of latitude only exist on plastic
Martian globes, but real latitudinal features
can be seen mapped for us by fierce winds
across the face of another planet, Jupiter.

entire darkside lit by Earthshine. Even in my
telescope, the horns of the crescent seemed to
stretch a good bit less than halfway around
the rim of the Moon.
For a long time I had attributed this pecu
liarity of the crescent Moon to my perspective
a quarter of a million miles away on the Earth.
Later, I found that it was simply an illusion,
which I'll return to in a bit. But it had started
me thinking about how perspective may affect
our view of three dimensional things like the
Moon.

The curse of perspective
Perspective is an interesting property which
alters the "normal" appearance of nearly eve
rything in our three dimensional world. For
example, the rails of a railroad track seem to
converge in the distance because of perspec
tive, although we know they remain parallel.
And the bloated images captured by wide
angle cameras suffer the curse that perspective
casts on anyone who tries to squeeze shadows
of our three dimensional world onto the two
dimensional surface of film.
Our view of a spherical object is also affect
ed by perspective. A "thought experiment" can
help us see how the appearance of the Moon is
affected by our distance from it. Through a
telescope on earth, you can see almost one
entire, cratered hemisphere. Now pretend that
you board a spaceship and travel out to the
Moon. The closer you get to it, the less of it
you can see because its curvature gets in the
way. Finally, when you land and step out to
enjoy the view, your eyes are so close to the
ground you'll only see a ranch size portion of
our huge, spherical satellite. The Moon's
surface curves away from your feet and drops
out of sight beyond a horizon which is only a
few miles away. Your view of a planet, or
your perspective of it, depends on its size and
your distance from its surface. Although it
will always appear full and round, you can
never quite see a full hemisphere.

Jupiter's backyard
Through a telescope on the distant Earth,
Jupiter's parallel cloud belts give no hint of its
vast bulk. But the giant planet would appear
very different from its own backyard. As seen
from nearby 10, Jupiter would seem .to swell
outward, its curvature blocking our view of
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there is a net shortening of the crescent (
our perspective, but it amounts to only
seconds of arc as seen from the Earth! B1
eyes still see what my mathematics p
isn't there: a crescent Moon with short he

A conspiracy of factors

The thin, crescent Moon does spal
degrees, minus a quarter of il degree or
seen from the earth . But the short-hi
Moon is just an illusion caused by a con
cy of several factors, unrelated to persp
or each other. First, the surface of the M,
rough with mountains which may tei
block sunlight from reaching as far inl
polar regions as it would if the Moon
perfectly smooth. Second, because of th
angle of incidence, the sunlight strikin
ground near the poles is much less ir
than it is at lower latitudes. For exa
assu ming the sun is directly abo ve the
equator, the sunlight there is six tim
intense as it is at the high lunar latitl
eighty degrees. Third, since the cresc
narrowest at the cusps, there is simply I
it to see. And £inally, a thin, crescent M
usually seen near the horizon
atmospheric extinction and competitio n
twilight both tend to obscure those
narrow cusps.

Rare opportunities

The opportunities to experience this il
are fairly rare. Aside from the obvio u
for a clear sky, the age of the Moon
most important variable. An extremely.
Moon is simply too difficult to see; rem
all the articles on the challenge of seeing
day old Moon? And the illusion disapp E
an older Moon which has moved away
the horizon hazes and has grown t
brighter cusps. Also, the glare of a th
four day old Moon drowns out the E1
darkside, which must be easily visi'
order to judge the span of the horr
phenomenon is best seen when the Mo
few hours long or short of two days 01
next time a slim crescent pops up
evening twilight, it might be interest
look thoughtfully at it and try to expE
the illusion of the short-horned Moon.
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A barrel seen
from
far aw ay

How Viking saw Mars
The Viking picture of Mars on the cover of
the July, 1992 Sky & Telescape magazine dem
onstrates this phenomenon quite well. The
full, round image of the Red Planet is deceiv
ing. Since the Viking spacecraft was orbiting
only 2,500 kilometers above the planet at the
time, this photograph does not show an entire
Martian hemisphere. In fact, from the Viking
orbiter's altitude, only a fourth of Mars' entire

The barre ! as
seen through
a tDlescope f(Om
fer away

The sam a barrel
as scan without
a teles.cope from
very near

~~

Jupiter as seen through
Q telescope on the
faraway earth
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everything within ten degrees of both its
north and south poles. The diagram below
compares Jupiter's cloud belts with the seams
of a barrel and shows how their appearance
is affected by the distance of the observer.
From the faraway Earth, Jupiter's face looks
flat. But seen from nearby 10, Jupiter's cloud
belts are bulging with perspective.
Why, then, don't the Voyager photographs
of Jup iter show cJoud belts curved by per
spective? Aiter ali, the Voyager spacecra.ft
swept very near th is distant planet. The
answer to this questio n is quite Simple. The
portraits s howing JupIter in its entirety had
to be s imi while the s pacecra ft were still mil
lions of nliles away, too far for any bulking
perspective to show.
Let's r et'urn now to the Moon with its
mysteriously anemic horns. As 1 mentioned
earlier, the y oung crescent moon has always
seemed to me to have short horns, and for a
long ti me I assumed this effect was caused by
our perspective here on the Earth. Since we're
not infinitely far from the Moon, we can't see
a full lunar hemisphere and this will shorten
the horns of the crescent somewhat. An
observer very far from the Moon will see vir
tu ally an entire lunar hemisphere with a cres
cent spanning 180 degrees. The diagram
below illustrates how the crescent has shrunk
for an observer near the Moon at location
"A". An observer whose nearness to the
Moon has brought him within its shadow,
cannot see any crescent at all.

Jupiter as seen
without a telescope
from 10
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View or rr.oon
hum Loco1lor. •A'

A quantitative analysis was needed to tell me
how much the crescent is clipped as seen
from Earth, so I pulled out a dusty trigono
metry book and went to work on the
problem. The cusps of a two day old Moon
are shortened by our perspective, but only by
a scant nine miles along the limb at each end.
This would cut the 180 degree span of the
crescent by less than one, insignificallt
degree. Interestingly, since the Sun is half a
degree in diameter it illuminates half a
degree more than one lunar hemisphere,
stretching those cusps back out and nearly
canceling the loss due to perspective. Thus,
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NEXT MONTH
Because of the extended period of
time since my last 'official' Pulsar, I
have accumulated several submis
sions. So next month, look forward
to 'A Newcomer's Perspective' by
Steven Hobbs, our first (and. so far,
only) Rustralian member; some bio
graphical and philospophical notes
from Jess Artem, on-site organizer of
our Tenerife '96 Workshop; and
several other interesting items.
That doesn't mean we don't need to
hear from YOUI As Mike noted on
page 2, we constantly need YOUR
Input, if Pulsar is to serve its true
purpose. So please do inform either
Mike or myself of what is happening
In your part of the planet.
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David R. Hardy
EDITOR, PARALLAX
Michael W. Carroll
MEMBEASHIP/ARCHIVIST
Applicants lUanted

SubmiSSions bye-mail or on floppy
disk (ASCII. RTF or almost any type
of text) preferred. Thanksl

